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We have been passionately, devotedly working in the world of
artisan gelato since 1936.

We have been alongside artisan gelato makers since the very beginning
and we know all about the various challenges and problems that everyone in
the field faces at some stage. We are dedicated to carrying out research and
experiments in order to offer concrete, effective solutions, because we are
keen to bring innovation and inspire the world of artisan gelato, just as it has
always inspired us.
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KOOKIE PIEMONTE PASTE
A flavouring paste containing a generous
amount of Meliga flour. With natural
flavourings.
DOSAGE
100 gr/l of milk base mix.
2,5 kg tins

KOOKIE PIEMONTE
Introducing a new flavour in the “I Want Kookie” line, inspired
by Piedmontese traditions. It pays tribute to the famous Meliga
biscuits, whose name is taken from a local dialect word for flour
made from an old type of Piedmontese maize known as “melia”
or “meira”. The biscuits are perfectly in keeping with Prodotti
Stella’s All Natural philosophy, with just a few simple, wholesome
key ingredients: wheat flour, maize flour, butter and eggs.
Our complementary variegato was inspired by the Piedmontese
habit of eating the biscuits with creamy Zabaione.

KOOKIE PIEMONTE VARIEGATO
Zabaione paste with a texture that is ideal
for variegato purposes and an outstanding
Meliga biscuit crumb content.

2,5 kg tins

KOOKIE PIEMONTE CRUMBS
Meliga crumbs that are 3-8 mm in size.
Featuring butter and lemon notes, they
are ideal for complementing the Piedmont
Kookie flavour.

1.5 kg aluminium pouches

I WANT KOOKIE

KOOKIE PIEMONTE
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THE TASTE OF TEMPTATION.
Wrap your customers in a
delicious embrace with the
Nutgels from the Hicream range.
Delectable and creamy, they offer
unique pleasures of the palate
that make time feel like it stands
still just for a moment.

NUTGEL LEMON KOOKIE
There’s a new addition to the Hicream range: a product that
combines the crunchy flavour of maize cookies with refreshing
lemon cream.
Original, innovative and free of palm oil, it is ideal for variegato
purposes with artisan gelato, as well as creating cremino and
flavouring semifreddo, cakes and pastries.

Complementary flavours:
• CREAM

• KOOKIE

• VANILLA

• MASCARPONE

NUTGEL LEMON KOOKIE
DOSAGE
to taste for variegato purposes with gelato
and semifreddo.
5 kg tins

HICREAM

NUTGEL LEMON KOOKIE
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This is a line of products that are
packed with whole fruit or fruit
pieces. It is designed especially
for making variegato gelato
and adding an appetizing and
attractive touch not only to gelato
but also to semifreddo, mousse in
tubs and lots of pastry creations.
The range has been expanded
with the addition of four new
products that stay soft even after
long periods of storage below 0°C,
meaning that they are ideal for
garnishing, filling and decorating.

MARACUJA
Sweet Maracuja variegato that’s packed with seeds, for
combinations with an exotic and tropical flavour.
Great with both gelato and semifreddo.

Complementary flavours:

• CREAM

• MERINGUE

• YOGURT

• RICOTTA

• CHEESECAKE

MARACUJA
DOSAGE
to taste for variegato purposes with gelato
and semifreddo.
3 kg tins

VARIEGATI QUATTROSTAGIONI®

MARACUJA
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RASPBERRY
A finely processed, delicious raspberry product with an extremely high
fruit content. It has a rich flavour and vibrant colour that is perfect not
only for gelato but also for decorating cakes and semifreddo.
With natural colourings and no flavourings.
Complementary flavours:

• CHEESECAKE

• WHITE CHOCOLATE

• YOGURT

• PANNACOTTA

RASPBERRY
DOSAGE
to taste for variegato purposes with gelato
and semifreddo.
3 kg tins
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RASPBERRY

LIME
Packed with half-candied lime zest.

Complementary flavours:

• MINT

• CHOCOLATE

• LIME

• YOGURT

LIME
DOSAGE
to taste for variegato purposes with gelato
and semifreddo.
3 kg tins

VARIEGATI QUATTROSTAGIONI®

LIME
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APRICOT
Packed with pieces of apricot. With natural colourings and flavourings.
Great for making Sachertorte.

Complementary flavours:
• CHOCOLATE

• YOGURT

• FROLLY

• CHEESECAKE

APRICOT
DOSAGE
to taste for variegato purposes with gelato
and semifreddo.
3 kg tins
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APRICOT

VARIEGATI QUATTROSTAGIONI
I WANT KOOKIE ®KOOKIE
ALBICOCCA
STELLA

COCOA SPONGE CAKE
CRUMBLE
This product is made by breaking up cocoa sponge cake in special
machines.
It is extremely handy because it is ready for use flavouring and decorating
gelato and semifreddo. It is great for making Sachertorte.
It does not contain palm oil.

1.5 kg aluminium pouches

COCOA
SPONGE CAKE
CRUMBLE
I WANT
KOOKIE
KOOKIE
STELLA
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ALL IN ONE SDL CITRUS
FRUIT
All Natural Core technology:
• Guarantees the integrity and wholesomeness of ingredients.
• Preserves natural aromatic qualities.
• Makes flavours and fragrances unbeatably rich.
All in One SDL Citrus Fruit Core is a complete powdered product
that is enriched with lemon, mandarin and orange peel extracts.
It features:
• A soft, creamy structure.
• Excellent stability on display.

DOSAGE
a dosage of 410 gr/l water.

boxes of six 1.025 kg bags

CORE

ALL IN ONE CITRUS FUIT SDL
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A new line of mixtures for baked
goods especially for people who:
• Would like to expand their
ranges.
• Want quick, practical solutions
but
aren’t
prepared
to
compromise on the quality of
their ingredients.
• Are looking for healthy, glutenfree products.
• Are short on time but never tire
of astounding their customers.

MIX BASE FOR BRITTLE
A new product in the Bakery line. It is a handy powder that can be
combined with whichever nuts you like and baked in the oven to make
quick, easy brittle.
It makes the brittle supple and simple to shape.

USE
Mix 300 gr of the product with 150 gr of
flaked almonds or other nuts. Spread the
mixture out evenly in a silicone mould or a
baking tray.
Bake it in a preheated oven at 200°C.
boxes of five 1 kg bags

BAKERY
I WANT KOOKIE
MIX BASE
KOOKIE
FOR BRITTLE
COCCO
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CRUMBLES
These versatile, delicious products are specially designed to be ready for
use in numerous types of cold pastry and gelato.
In particular, they are extremely handy for making bases for cakes and
single portion desserts.
Simply spread out the product inside a mould and then put it in a regular
freezer or blast freezer.

KOOKIE CARAMEL CRUMBLE
Belgian-style caramel biscuits in a form
that’s ready for use making quick, simple
bases for single portion cakes.

2 kg aluminium pouches

BUTTER COOKIES CRUMBLE
All of the flavours and fragrances of butter
cookies in a form that’s ready for use in
semifreddo and gelato.

2 kg aluminium pouches

I WANT KOOKIE

CRUMBLES
KOOKIE
COCCO
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BASES
EUROSTELLA 125
ALL NATURAL
A new base in the All Natural line for gelato that is rich, creamy
and velvety on the palate, with excellent stability on display.
With next generation plant fibres and NON-hydrogenated
vegetable oils.
No artificial emulsifiers and stabilizers.

DOSAGE
125 gr of product with
210-240 gr of sugar in total and
1 l of pasteurized whole milk.

boxes of eight 2 kg bags
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EUROSTELLA NO DAIRY
ALL NATURAL BASE
A new base for “vegan friendly” gelato and people who are lactose
intolerant. As well as fruit gelato, it can be used to make flavours
such as chocolate, hazelnut, pistachio and coffee.
It is for utilization with water and/or plant-based drinks (made
with products such as rice, soya, spelt, oats and grains).

CHARACTERISTICS

• With refined oil and native starch.
• No palm oil.
• With next generation plant fibres.
• It can be customized in various ways, such as with the use of
sugars other than sucrose (e.g. fructose).

RECOMMENDED METHOD

• Use water at 80°C. Dissolve the base and leave it to settle for
3-5 minutes.

• Add the flavouring paste and any plant-based drink that you
intend to use. Mix with a mixer.

• Leave the flavours to develop for a further 10 minutes, then
place it in a batch freezer.

DOSAGE
125-135 gr/l of water and/or
plant-based drink, with 260-290 gr
of sugar in total.

12 kg boxes containing
12 x1 kg bags

BASES

EUROSTELLA
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CONCENTRATED FRUIT PASTES
The rich flavours of these two concentrated fruit pastes mean that they are
ideal for fruit gelato and sorbets, especially those made by artisans.
They are perfect for supplementing fresh or frozen fruit and making granita.

STRAWBERRY
DOSAGE
50-70 gr per litre of fruit base mix.
MANGO
DOSAGE
50-70 gr per litre of fruit base mix.

3 kg tins
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3 kg tins

All of the products and pictures included herein are part of our current trading selection and they are the exclusive property of Prodotti Stella SpA.
Prodotti Stella SpA reserves the right to make changes to the products illustrated in the catalogue and asks clients to note that the correct details
for each product can be found in the latest technical sheet available on our website at www.prodottistella.com.
Inside the catalogue, there are registered trademarks owned by Prodotti Stella SpA that cannot for any reason be used or shared without written
permission from Prodotti Stella SpA and its branches. The company is prepared to follow the most appropriate legal avenues in order to ensure that
its rights are protected.
Printed in 2020.

All Natural

Gluten Free

Think Vegan

Tins

Boxes

Bags

Buckets
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Prodotti Stella S.p.A.
Via IV Novembre, 12 - 36077 Altavilla Vic.na (VI) ITALY
T +39 0444 333600 F +39 0444 370828
www.prodottistella.com info@prodottistella.com

